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Abstract
While building a universal quantum computer remains challenging, devices of restricted power
such as the so-called one pure qubit model have attracted considerable attention. An important
step in the construction of these limited quantum computational devices is the understanding of
whether the verification of the computation within these models could be also performed in the
restricted scheme. Encoding via blindness (a cryptographic protocol for delegated computing)
has proven successful for the verification of universal quantum computation with a restricted
verifier. In this paper, we present the adaptation of this approach to the one pure qubit model,
and present the first feasible scheme for the verification of delegated one pure qubit model of
quantum computing.
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1 Introduction
The physical realisation of quantum information processing requires the fulfilment of the
five criteria collated by DiVincenzo [13]. While enormous progress had been made in
realising them since, we are still some way from constructing a universal quantum computer.
This raises the question whether quantum advantages in computation are possible without
fulfilling one or more of DiVincenzo’s criteria. From a more foundational perspective, the
computational power of the intermediate models of computation are of great value and
interest in understanding the computational complexity of physical systems. Several such
models are known, including fermionic quantum computation [6], instantaneous quantum
computation [7], permutational quantum computation [21], and boson sampling [1].
Deeply entwined with the construction of a quantum information processor is the issue of
its verification. How do we convince ourselves that the output of a certain computation is
correct and obtained using quantum-enhanced means. Depending on a given computation,
one or both may be non-trivial. For instance, the correctness of the output of Shor’s factoring
algorithm [33] can be checked efficiently on a classical machine, but in general this is not
known to be possible for all problems solvable by a quantum computer. On the other hand,
by allowing a small degree of quantumness to the verifier [2, 18], or considering entangled
non-commuting provers [17], the verification problem has been solved for universal quantum
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computation. However, not much attention has been given to verifying restricted models of
quantum-enhanced computation. It is in this direction that we endeavour to embark.
One of the earliest restricted models of quantum computation was proposed by Knill and
Laflamme, named ‘Deterministic Quantum Computation with One quantum bit (DQC1)’,
also referred to as the one pure qubit model [22]. It addresses the challenge of DiVincenzo’s
first criterion, that of preparing a pure quantum input state, usually the state of n separate
qubits in the computational basis state zero. Instead, in the DQC1 model, only one qubit is
prepared in a pure state (computational basis zero state) and the rest of the input qubits
exist in the maximally mixed state. This model corresponds to a noisier, more feasible
experimental setting and was initially motivated by liquid-state NMR proposals for quantum
computing. The DQC1 model was shown to be capable of estimating the coefficients of
the Pauli operator expansion efficiently. Following this, Shepherd defined the complexity
class ‘Bounded-error Quantum 1-pure-qubit Polynomial-time (BQ1P)’, to capture the power
of the DQC1 model [32], and proved that a special case of Pauli operator expansion, the
problem of estimating the normalised trace of a unitary matrix to be complete for this
class. This problem, and others that can be reduced to it, such as the estimation of the
value of the Jones polynomial (see Ref. [12] for more such connections), is interesting from
a complexity theoretical point of view since it has no known efficient classical algorithm.
Moreover they are not known to belong to the class NP, therefore the problem of verifying
the correctness of the result is non-trivial. More recently, it was shown that an ability to
simulate classically efficiently a slightly modified version of this model would lead to the
collapse of the polynomial hierarchy to the third level [29].
The approach of the Verifiable Universal Blind Quantum Computing (VUBQC) [18]
is based on the intermediate step of blind computing, a cryptographic protocol where a
restricted client runs the desired computation on a powerful server, such that the server does
not learn anything about the delegated computation. A protocol for universal blind quantum
computation with a client able to prepare only single qubits, based on Measurement-based
Quantum Computing (MBQC) [31] model was introduced in [8]. Here, we take the same
approach towards verification by first adapting this existing protocol for blind computing to
the DQC1 model. Thus, the first goal is to define what it means to have a DQC1 computation
in the MBQC setting. Fixing the input state to almost maximally mixed as it is done in
the circuit picture of the DQC1 model does not suffice since the required auxiliary qubits
for MBQC could potentially increase the number of pure qubits in the system by more
than a logarithmic amount 1. This adaptation is also necessary as almost all the optimal
schemes [2, 8, 15, 25, 4, 27, 28, 34, 23, 19] for the blind computation exploit the possibility
of adaptive computation based on the measurement, a freedom not allowed in the original
DQC1 model 2. The main results presented in this paper are the following.
We introduce a new definition of DQC1 computation within the MBQC framework, called
the DQC1-MBQC model 3, which captures the essential property of its original definition
in the circuit model. Moreover, we show that the original definition of complexity class
BQ1P is contained in DQC1-MBQC, where the latter is able to capture the process where
new qubits are introduced or traced out during the execution of the computation.
1 Increasing the number of pure qubits in the input to the order of logarithmic in the size of the
computation is shown not to add extra power to the one pure qubit complexity class [32].
2 Ref. [26] does not require the server to use measurement-based quantum computing.
3 We use a different acronym than DQC1 to emphasis the structural distinction with the standard DQC1
model.
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We provide a sufficient condition for a graph state (underlying resource for an MBQC
computation [20]) to be usable within DQC1-MBQC. A direct consequence of this is that
the universal blind protocol, which satisfies this condition, can be directly adapted to the
setting where the server is a DQC1-MBQC machine and the client is able to send one
single qubit at a time.
Building on the blind protocol and adapting the methods presented in [18], a verification
protocol for the class DQC1-MBQC with a server restricted to DQC1-MBQC is given,
where the probability of the client being forced to accept an incorrect result can be
adjusted by setting the security parameter of the model. Since the protocol of [18] does
not satisfy the sufficient condition and hence not runnable in the DQC1-MBQC, an
alternative method is presented which also leads to different complexity results.
1.1 Preliminaries
We first introduce the notation necessary to describe a computation in MBQC [31, 11]. A
generic pattern, consists of a sequence of commands acting on qubits:
Ni(|q〉): Prepare the single auxiliary qubit i in the state |q〉;
Ei,j : Apply entangling operator controlled-Z to qubits i and j;
Mαi : Measure qubit i in the basis { 1√2 (|0〉+ eiα|1〉), 1√2 (|0〉 − eiα|1〉)} followed by trace
out the measured qubit. The outcome of measuring qubit i is called result and is denoted
by si;
X
sj
i , Z
sj
i : Apply a Pauli X or Z correction on qubit i depending on the result sj of the
measurement on the j-th qubit.
The corrections could be combined with measurements to perform ‘adaptive measurements’
denoted as sz [Mαi ]sx =M
(−1)sxα+szpi
i . A pattern is formally defined by the choice of a finite
set V of qubits, two not necessarily disjoint sets the input and the output, I ⊂ V and O ⊂ V
determining the pattern inputs and outputs, and a finite sequence of commands acting on V .
I Definition 1 ([10]). A pattern is said to be runnable if
(R0) no command depends on an outcome not yet measured;
(R1) no command (except the preparation) acts on a measured or not yet prepared qubit;
(R2) a qubit is measured (prepared) if and only if it is not an output (input).
The entangling commands Ei,j define an undirected graph over V referred to as (G, I,O).
Along with the pattern we define a partial order of measurements and a dependency function
d which is a partial function from OC to PIC , where P denotes the power set. Then, j ∈ d(i)
if j gets a correction depending on the measurement outcome of i. In what follows, we will
focus on patterns that realise (strongly) deterministic computation, which means that the
pattern implements a unitary on the input up to a global phase. A sufficient condition on
the geometry of the graph state to allow unitary computation is given in [10, 9] and will be
used later in this paper. In what follows, x ∼ y denotes that x is adjacent to y in G.
I Definition 2 ([10]). A flow (f,) for a geometry (G, I,O) consists of a map f : Oc 7→ Ic
and a partial order  over V such that for all x ∈ Oc
(F0) x ∼ f(x);
(F1) x  f(x);
(F2) for all x, y : y 6= x, y ∼ f(x) we have x  y .
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1.2 Main results
1.2.1 DQC1-MBQC
We define the class BQ1P formally as introduced by Shepherd [32], and then recast it into
the MBQC framework.
I Definition 3 (Bounded-error Quantum 1-pure-qubit Polynomial-time complexity class, [32]).
BQ1P is defined using a bounded-error uniform family of quantum circuits – DQC1. A DQC1
circuit takes as input a classical string x, of size n, which encodes a fixed choice of unitary
operators applied on a standard input state |0〉〈0| ⊗ Iw−1/2w−1. The width of the circuit w
is polynomially bounded in n. Let Qn(x) be the result of measuring the first qubit of the
final state of a DQC1 circuit. A language in BQ1P is defined by the following rule:
∀a ∈ L : Pr(Qn(a) = 1) ≥ 12 +
1
2q(n) (1)
∀a /∈ L : Pr(Qn(a) = 1) ≤ 12 −
1
2q(n) (2)
for some polynomially bounded q(n).
An essential physical property of DQC1 that we mean to preserve in DQC1-MBQC is its
limited purity. To capture this we introduce the purity parameter :
pi(ρ) = log2 (Tr(ρ2)) + d, (3)
where d is the logarithm of the dimension of the state ρ. For a DQC1 circuit with k pure
qubits, at each state of the computation the value of purity parameter pi for that state
remains constant equal to k. In fact, Shepherd showed that the class BQ1P is not extended
by increasing the number of pure input qubits logarithmically. Thus, a purity that does not
scale too rapidly with the problem size still remains in the same complexity class.
A characterisation of MBQC patterns compatible with the idea of the DQC1 model as
introduced above is presented next. Any MBQC pattern is called DQC1-MBQC when there
exists a runnable rewriting of this pattern such that after every elementary operation (for
any possible branching of the pattern) the purity parameter pi does not increase over a fixed
constant. We assume that the system at the beginning has only the input state and at the
end has only the output state.
We define a new complexity class that captures the idea of one pure qubit computation
in the MBQC model. This complexity class, that we name DQC1-MBQC, can be based on
any universal DQC1-MBQC resource pattern, which is defined analogously to the DQC1
circuits [32] as a pattern that can be adapted to execute any DQC1-MBQC pattern of
polynomial size. A particular example of such a resource, as we will present later, can
be built using the the brickwork state of [8] designed for the purpose of universal blind
quantum computing. The input to a universal pattern is the description of a computation
as a measurement angle vector and is used to classically control the measurements of the
MBQC pattern. The quantum input of the open graph is always fixed to a mostly maximally
mixed state, in correspondence to the DQC1 model.
I Definition 4. A language in DQC1-MBQC complexity class is defined based on a universal
DQC1-MBQC resource pattern Pα that takes as input an angle vector α of size n and is
applied on the quantum state |+〉〈+| ⊗ Iw−1/2w−1, w ∈ O(n). A word α belongs to the
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language depending of the probabilities of the measurement outcome (Rn(α)) of the first
output qubit of pattern Pα which are defined identically to Definition 3:
∀a ∈ L : Pr(Rn(α) = 1) ≥ 12 +
1
2r(n) (4)
∀a /∈ L : Pr(Rn(α) = 1) ≤ 12 −
1
2r(n) (5)
for some polynomially bounded r(n).
I Corollary 5. BQ1P ⊆ DQC1-MQBC.
Proof. Any circuit description using a fixed set of gates can be efficiently translated into a
measurement pattern applicable on the brickwork state. A specific example of translating each
gate from the universal set {Hadamard, pi/8, c-NOT} to a ‘brick’ element of the brickwork
state is given in [8]. The quantum input state in the resulting measurement pattern is in the
almost-maximally-mixed state, therefore the pattern is a valid DQC1-MBQC pattern. J
I Definition 6. An MBQC pattern is a DQC1-MBQC pattern if there is a runnable sequence
of commands where for every elementary command and measurement outcome, there exists a
fixed constant value c such that the overall quantum state of the system (ρi with dimension
di) after the ith operation satisfies the following relation
pi(ρi) < pi(ρin) + c, (6)
where ρin is the quantum input of the pattern with dimension din, which is fixed to be the
product of cin (constant) pure qubits and a maximally mixed state of din − cin qubits.
The above definition captures the essence of DQC1 in that it maintains a low purity, high
entropy state in MBQC, in contrast to DiVincenzo’s first criterion. We derive a sufficient
condition (that is also constructive) for the open graph state leading to DQC1-MBQC,
capturing the universal blind quantum computing protocol as a special case. However, a
general characterisation and further structural link with determinism in MBQC [10, 9, 24] is
left as an open question for future work.
I Theorem 7. Any measurement pattern on an open graph state (G, I,O) with flow (f,)
(as defined in Definition 2) and measurement angles α where either |I| = |O| or the flow
function is surjective and all auxiliary preparations are on the (X − Y ) plane represents a
DQC1-MBQC pattern.
The full details and the proof of this theorem is provided in Section 2.
1.2.2 Blindness
A direct consequence of Theorem 7 is that the Universal Blind Computing Protocol (UBQC)
introduced in [8] can be easily adapted to fit within the DQC1-MBQC class, since it is based
on an MBQC pattern on a graph state with surjective flow.
In the blind cryptographic setting a client (Alice) wants to delegate the execution of an
MBQC pattern to a more powerful server (Bob) and hide the information at the same time.
The UBQC protocol is based on the separation of the classical and quantum operations when
running an MBQC pattern. The client prepares some randomly rotated quantum states and
sends them to the server and from this point on the server executes the quantum operations
on them (entangling according to the graph and measuring) and the client calculates the
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measurement angles for the server and corrects the measurement outcomes she receives (to
undo the randomness and get the correct result).
To define blindness formally we allow Bob to deviate from the normal execution in any
possible way, and this is captured by modelling his behaviour during the protocol by an
arbitrary CPTP map. The main requirement for blindness is that for any input and averaged
over all possible choices of parameters by Alice, Bob’s final state can always be written as a
fixed CPTP map applied on his initial state, thus not offering any new knowledge to him.
This definition of stand-alone blindness was presented first in [14] and takes into account the
issue of prior knowledge.
I Definition 8 (Blindness). Let P be a protocol for delegated computation: Alice’s input is
a description of a computation on a quantum input, which she needs to perform with the aid
of Bob and return the correct quantum output. Let ρAB express the joint initial state of
Alice and Bob and σAB their joint final state, when Bob is allowed to do any deviation from
the correct operation during the execution of P , averaged over all possible choices of random
parameters by Alice. The protocol P is blind iff
∀ρAB ∈ L(HAB),∃ E : L(HB)→ L(HB), s.t. TrA(σAB) = E(TrA(ρAB)) (7)
To adapt the original UBQC protocol into the DQC1-MBQC setting we change the order
of the operations so that the client does not send all the qubits to the server at the beginning,
but during the execution of the pattern, following a rewriting of the pattern that is consistent
with the purity requirement. The details are described in Section 2.
I Theorem 9. There exists a blind protocol for any DQC1-MBQC computation where the
client is restricted to BPP and the ability to prepare single qubits and the server is within
DQC1-MBQC.
1.2.3 Verification
In the verification cryptographic setting a client (Alice) wants to delegate a quantum
computation to a more powerful server (Bob) and accept if the result is correct or reject if
the result is incorrect (server is behaving dishonestly). The main idea of the original protocol
of [18] is to test Bob’s honesty by hiding a trap qubit among the others in the resource state
sent to him by Alice. Blindness means that Bob cannot learn the position of the trap, nor
its state. During the execution of the pattern Bob is asked to measure this trap qubit and
report the result to Alice. If Bob is honest this measurement gives a deterministic result,
which can be verified by Alice. Bob being dishonest means that Alice will receive the wrong
result with no-zero probability. Depending on that result, Alice accepts or rejects the final
output received by Bob.
To define verifiability formally we need to establish an important difference with the
original protocol [18]: In a DQC1-MBQC pattern the quantum input is in a mixed state as
opposed to a pure state. Reverting to the original definition that derives from the quantum
authentication schemes in [3] we need to add an extra reference system R, that is used to
purify the mixed input that exists in Alice’s private system A. The assumption is that Bob
does not learn anything about the reference system (ex. Alice is provided with the quantum
input from a third trusted party which also holds the purification). Bob is allowed to choose
any possible cheating strategy and our goal is to minimise the probability of Alice accepting
the incorrect output of the computation at the end of the protocol.
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I Definition 10. A protocol for delegated computation is -verifiable (0 ≤  < 1) if for any
choice of Bob’s strategy j, it holds that for any input of Alice:
Tr(
∑
ν
p(ν)P νincorrectBj(ν)) ≤  (8)
where Bj(ν) is the state of Alice’s system A together with the purification system R at
the end of the run of the protocol, for choice of Alice’s random parameters ν and Bob’s
strategy j. If Bob is honest we denote this state by B0(ν). Let P⊥ be the projection onto
the orthogonal complement of the the correct (purified) quantum output. Then,
P νincorrect = P⊥ ⊗ |ηνct 〉〈ηνct | (9)
where |ηνct 〉 is a state that indicates if Alice accept or reject the result (see Section 3).
A verification protocol should also be correct, which means that in case Bob is honest
Alice’s state at the end of the run of the protocol is the correct output of the computation
and an extra qubit set in the accept state (this property is also referred to as completeness).
In VUBQC, in order to adjust the parameter  to any arbitrary value between 0 and 1 (a
technique called probability amplification), one needs to add polynomially many trap qubits
within the MBQC pattern. Specifically, adding polynomially many traps and incorporating
the pattern into a fault tolerance scheme that corrects d errors, gives parameter  exponentially
small on d. As we explain in Section 3, adding polynomially many traps, following the same
scheme as VUBQC, creates a pattern that is not a DQC1-MBQC pattern. Therefore to
achieve an amplification of the error probability we need to develop a modified trapping
scheme.
In Section 3 we give a verification protocol for DQC1-MBQC problems where, instead
of running the pattern once, s computations of the same size are run in series, one being
the actual computation and the others being trap computations. A similar approach is also
considered for the restricted setting of the photonic implementation of VUBQC [5] and a
verification protocol of the entanglement states [30]. In our setting each trap computation
contains an isolated trap injected in a random position between the qubits of the pattern.
We prove that in this verification protocol the server is within DQC1-MBQC complexity
class, while the client is within BPP together with single qubit preparations (as in the
original VUBQC). Moreover in this verification protocol we achieve the goal of probability
amplification by choosing the appropriate value for parameter s.
I Theorem 11. There exists a correct -verifiable protocol where the client is restricted to
BPP and the ability to prepare single qubits and the server is within DQC1-MBQC. Using
O(sm) qubits and O(sm) time steps, where m is the size of the input computation, we have:
 = 2m
s
(10)
2 DQC1-MBQC and Blindness
In this section we give a constructive proof of our main theorem for DQC1-MBQC and show
how to construct a blind protocol as a consequence. The first step for proving Theorem 7 is
the following rewriting scheme for patterns with flow.
I Lemma 12. Any measurement pattern on an open graph state (G, I,O) with flow (f,)
(as defined in Definition 2) and measurement angles a where either |I| = |O| or the flow
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Figure 1 Qubit i gets an X correction from k2 and Z corrections from f−1(k2) and f−1(k1).
Qubits on the left of the dashed line are in the past of i. Qubit k1 is created at timestep f−1(k1)
which is before timestep i from flow condition (F2).
function is surjective can be rewritten as
Pa =
∏
i∈O
X
Sxi
i Z
Szi
i
∏
i∈Oc
Szi [Maii ]Sxi
 ∏
{k:k∼i,ki}
Ei,k
Nf(i)(|+〉)
 (11)
where Sxi = sf−1(i) for i ∈ Ic, else Sxi = 0 and Szi =
∑
{k:k∈Ic,k∼i,i6=f−1(k)} sf−1(k) mod 2.
The above pattern is runnable and implements the following unitary
UG,I,O,a = 2|O
c|/2
(∏
i∈Oc
〈+ai |i
)
EGNIc (12)
where EG and NIc represent the global entangling operator and global preparation respectively.
Proof. First we need to prove that Pa is runnable (cf. Definition 1). For condition (R0)
we make the following observations: At step i, for i ∈ Ic, we need the result sf−1(i) which
is generated at step f−1(i), where f−1(i) ≺ i from flow condition (F1). We also need the
results sf−1(k), for {k : k ∈ Ic, k ∼ i, i 6= f−1(k)}, which are generated at step f−1(k), where
f−1(k) ≺ i from flow condition (F2). Thus, condition (R0) is satisfied (see Figure 1 for a
particular example). For condition (R1) we make the following observations: At step i, for
i ∈ Oc, the entangling operator and measurement operator act on qubit i which either belongs
in the set of inputs I or is created at step f−1(i), where f−1(i) ≺ i from flow condition
(F1). Entangling operator acts also on qubits {k : k ∼ i, k  i}. If k = f(i) then qubit k is
created at the same step (i) by operator Nf(i). If k 6= f(i) then qubit k is either an input
or it is created at step f−1(k), and we have by flow condition (F2): i is a neighbour of k
and i 6= f−1(k), thus f−1(k) ≺ i (Figure 1). Final correction operators act on qubits that
belong to the set of outputs O, which either belong also to the set of inputs I or are created
at steps {f−1(i) : i ∈ O}, where ∀i ∈ O \ I, f−1(i) ≺ i from flow condition (F1). Moreover
they have not yet been measured since i /∈ OC . Thus, condition (R1) is satisfied. It is easy
to see that condition (R2) is satisfied.
Next we prove that the pattern of Equation 11 is implementing the unitary operation
of Equation 12 when applied on an open graph with the properties described above. Since
condition (R1) is satisfied, all preparation operators trivially commute with all previous
operators
Pa =
∏
i∈O
X
Sxi
i Z
Szi
i
∏
i∈Oc
Szi [Maii ]Sxi
 ∏
{k:k∼i,ki}
Ei,k
NIc .
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Figure 2 Brickwork state.
Each entangling operator commutes with all previous measurements since it is applied on
qubits with indices  i.
Pa =
∏
i∈O
X
Sxi
i Z
Szi
i
∏
i∈Oc
(
Szi [Maii ]S
x
i
)
EGNIc .
We can decompose the conditional measurements into simple measurements and corrections
Pa =
∏
i∈O
X
Sxi
i Z
Szi
i
∏
i∈Oc
(
Maii X
Sxi
i Z
Szi
i
)
EGNIc .
By rearranging the order of correction operators we take
Pa =
∏
i∈Oc
Xsif(i) ∏
{k:k∼f(i),k 6=i}
Zsik M
ai
i
EGNIc .
The above equation implements the unitary operation presented in the lemma (Equation 12)
as proved in [10]. J
Next, we notice that there exist many universal families of open graph states satisfying the
requirements of the above lemma. One such example is the brickwork graph state originally
defined in [8]. In this graph state (Figure 2), the subset of vertices of the first column
correspond to the input qubits I and the subset of vertices of the final column correspond to
the output qubits O. This graph state has flow function f((i, j)) = (i, j+1) and the following
partial order for measuring the qubits: {(1, 1), (2, 1), . . . , (w, 1)} ≺ {(1, 2), (2, 2), . . . , (w, 2)} ≺
. . . ≺ {(1, d− 1), (2, d− 1), . . . , (w, d− 1)}, where w is the width and d is the depth of the
graph and hence from Lemma 12 we obtain the following corollary.
I Corollary 13. Any computation over the brickwork open graph state G with qubit index
(i ≤ w, j ≤ d) can be rewritten as follows.
Pa =
w∏
i=1
X
Sx(i,d)
(i,d) Z
Sz(i,d)
(i,d)
d−1∏
j=1
w∏
i=1
Sz(i,j)
[
M
a(i,j)
(i,j)
]
Sx(i,j)
 ∏
{k,l:(k,l)∼(i,j),
k≥i,l≥j}
E(i,j),(k,l)
N(i,j+1) (13)
where
Sx(i,j) = s(i,j−1) for j > 1, else Sx(i,1) = 0, and
Sz(i,j) =
∑
{k,l:(k,l)∼(i,j),l≤j}
s(k,l−1) mod 2 for j > 2, else Sz(i,j) = 0.
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We show that patterns defined in Lemma 12 are within the framework of Definition 6
hence obtaining a sufficient condition for DQC1-MBQC.
I Theorem 1. Any measurement pattern that can be rewritten in the form of Equation 11
represents a DQC1-MBQC pattern.
Proof. A first general observation about the purity parameter pi is that adding a new pure
qubit σ to state ρ means that pi increases by unity
piρ⊗σ = log2Tr((ρ⊗ σ)2) + d+ 1 = log2Tr(ρ2)Tr(σ2) + d+ 1 = piρ + 1.
Additionally, applying any unitary U does not change the purity parameter pi of the system
since Tr((UρU†)2) = Tr(ρ2) and dimension remains the same.
Returning to Equation 11, we notice that for every step i ∈ Oc of the product the total
computation performed corresponds mathematically to the following: On the qubit tagged
with position i, a J(a′i) unitary gate is applied (where a′i is an angle that depends on ai and
previous measurement results) up to a specific Pauli correction (depending on the known
measurement result) and some specific Pauli corrections on the its entangled neighbours
(again depending on the measurement result). At the end the qubit is tagged with position
f(i) (where f is the flow function). Since this mathematically equivalent computation is a
unitary and the dimension of the system remains the same (there is only a change of position
tags) we conclude that each step i ∈ Oc does not increase the purity parameter of the system.
To finish the proof we need to ensure that the individual operations within each step i ∈ Oc
and for i ∈ O do not increase the purity parameter by more than a constant (and since there
is only a constant number of operations within each step this does not increase the purity at
any point more than constant). This is true since all these operations apply on (or add or
trace over) a constant number of qubits. J
Building on this result, we can translate the UBQC protocol of [8] (and in fact many
other existing protocols) to allow the blind execution of any DQC1-MBQC computation,
where the server is restricted to DQC1-MBQC complexity class. The UBQC protocol is
based on the brickwork graph state described above. Alice prepares all the qubits of the
graph state, adding a random rotation around the (X,Y ) plane to each one of them: |+θi〉,
where θi is chosen at random from the set A = {0, pi/4, pi/2, 3pi/4, pi, 5pi/5, 3pi/2, 7pi/4} and
sends them to Bob, who entangles them according to the graph. The protocol then follows
the partial order given by the flow: Alice calculates the corrected measurement angle α′i for
each qubit using previous measurement results according to the flow dependences. She sends
to Bob measurement angle δi = α′i + θi + ripi, using an extra random bit ri. Bob measures
according to δi, reports the result back to Alice who corrects it by XOR-ing with ri. In the
case of quantum output, the final layer is sent to Alice and is also corrected according to the
flow dependences by applying the corresponding Pauli operators.
Since the brickwork graph state satisfies the requirements of Theorem 7 we can adapt the
Universal Blind Quantum Computing protocol by making Alice and Bob follow the order of
Equation 13 and operate on input |+〉〈+| ⊗ Iw−1/2w−1. A detailed description is given in
Protocol 1.
I Theorem 4. Protocol 1 is correct.
Proof. Correctness comes from the fact that what Alice and Bob jointly compute is mathe-
matically equivalent to performing the pattern of Equation 13 on input |+〉〈+| ⊗ Iw−1/2w−1.
The argument is the same as in the original universal blind quantum computing protocol [8]
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Protocol 1 Blind BQ1P protocol
Alice’s input:
A vector of angles a = (a1,1, . . . , aw,d), where ai,j comes from the set A =
{0, pi/4, 2pi/4, . . . , 7pi/4}, that when plugged in the measurement pattern Pa of Equa-
tion 13 applied on the brickwork state, implements the desired computation. This
computation is applied on a fixed input state |+〉〈+| ⊗ Iw−1/2w−1.
Alice’s output:
The top output qubit (qubit in position (1, d)).
The protocol
1. Alice picks a random angle θ1,1 ∈ A, prepares one pure qubit in state Rz(θ1,1)|+〉 and
sends it to Bob who tags it as qubit (1, 1).
2. Bob prepares the rest of input state (qubits (2, 1), . . . , (w, 1)) in the maximally mixed
state Iw−1/2w−1.
3. Alice and Bob execute the rest of the computation in rounds. For j = 1 to d− 1 and for
i = 1 to w
a. Alice’s preparation
i. Alice picks a random angle θi,j+1 ∈ A.
ii. Alice prepares one pure qubit in state Rz(θi,j+1)|+〉.
iii. Alice sends it to Bob. Bob tags it as qubit (i, j + 1).
b. Entanglement and measurement
i. Bob performs the entangling operator(s):∏
{k,l:(k,l)∼(i,j),k≥i,l≥j}
E(i,j),(k,l)
ii. Bob performs the rest of the computation using classical help from Alice:
A. Alice computes the corrected measurement angle a′i,j = (−1)S
x
i,jai,j + Szi,jpi.
B. Alice chooses a random bit ri,j and computes δi,j = a′i,j + θi,j + ri,jpi.
C. Alice transmits δi,j to Bob.
D. Bob performs operation Mδi,ji,j which measures and traces over the qubit (i, j)
and retrieves result bi,j .
E. Bob transmits bi,j to Alice.
F. Alice updates the result to si,j = bi,j + ri,j mod 2.
4. Bob sends to Alice the final layer of qubits, Alice performs the required corrections and
outputs the result.
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repeated here for completeness. Firstly, since entangling operators commute with Rz oper-
ators, preparing the pure qubits in a rotated state does not change the underlying graph
state; only the phase of each qubit is locally changed, and it is as if Bob had performed the
Rz rotation after the entanglement. Secondly, since a measurement in the |+a〉, |−a〉 basis
on a state |φ〉 is the same as a measurement in the |+a+θ〉, |−a+θ〉 basis on Rz(θ)|φ〉, and
since δ = a′ + θ + pir , if r = 0, Bob’s measurement has the same effect as Alice’s target
measurement; if r = 1, all Alice needs to do is flip the outcome. J
Note that Protocol 1 can be trivially simplified by omitting all the measurements that
are applied on maximally mixed states (i.e. all measurements applied on qubits in rows 2 to
w from the beginning of the computation until each one is entangled with a non-maximally
mixed qubit). However this does not give any substantial improvement in the complexity of
the protocol.
I Theorem 5. Protocol 1 is blind.
(Proof Sketch). A detailed proof is provided in Appendix A. Intuitively, rotation by angle
θi,j serves the purpose of hiding the actual measurement angle, while rotation by ri,jpi
hides the result of measuring the quantum state. This proof is consistent with definition of
blindness based on the relation of Bob’s system to Alice’s system which takes into account
prior knowledge of the secret and is a good indicator that blindness can be composable
[14]. J
Regarding the complexity of the protocol, Alice needs to pick a polynomially large
number of random bits and perform polynomially large number of modulo additions that is
to say Alice classical computation is restricted to the class BPP . However Alice’s quantum
requirement is only to prepare single qubits, she has access to no quantum memory or
quantum operation. Therefore assuming BQ1P 6⊂ BPP suggests Alice’s quantum power is
more restricted than BQ1P and hence DQC1-MBQC. On the other hand, Bob performs a
pattern of the form given in Equation 13, with the difference that instead of preparing the
pure qubits himself, he receives the pure qubits through the quantum channel that connects
him with Alice. Also, the qubits are not prepared in state |+〉, but in some state on the
(X,Y ) plane, but this doesn’t alter the reasoning in the complexity proofs. Thus, Bob has
computational power that is within the DQC1-MBQC complexity class according to the
Corollary 13 and Theorem 7.
3 Verification
VBQC protocol is based on the ability to hide a trap qubit inside the graph state while not
affecting the correct execution of the pattern. Both the trap qubit and the qubits which
participate in the actual computation are prepared in the (X,Y ) plane of the Bloch sphere.
To keep them disentangled, some qubits (called dummy) prepared in the computational basis
{|0〉, |1〉}, are injected between them. Being able to choose between the two states is essential
for blindness (Theorem 4 in [18]). In particular, if a dummy qubit is in state |0〉, applying
the entangling operator cZ between this qubit and a qubit prepared on the (X,Y ) plane
has no effect. If a dummy qubit is in state |1〉 then applying cZ will introduce a Pauli Z
rotation on the qubit prepared on the (X,Y ) plane. This effect can be cancelled by Alice in
advance, by introducing a Pauli Z rotation on all the neighbours of |1〉’s when preparing the
initial state.
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Figure 3 Let G′ be the graph which consists of s isolated brickwork graphs (each denoted as
G′i), each of the same dimensions required for the desired computation. An example construction
with s = 3 and one trap per graph together with a small brickwork state for computation is given
above. Black vertices correspond to auxiliary qubits prepared on the (X − Y ) plane or mixed state
when they are inputs (inside square), star vertices correspond to trap qubits and white vertices to
auxiliary qubits prepared in the computational basis. Edges represent entangling operators, dashed
where entangling has no effect (except of local rotations).
In the simplest version of VUBQC, a single trap, prepared in state |+θt〉, where θ is
chosen at random from the angles set A (defined above) and placed at position t, chosen
at random between all the vertices of the open graph state (G, I,O). During the execution
of the pattern, if t /∈ O, Bob is asked to measure qubit t with angle θt + rpi and return the
classical result bt to Alice. If bt = rt Alice sets an indicator bit to state acc (which means
that this computation is accepted), otherwise she sets it to rej (computation is rejected). If
t ∈ O, Alice herself measures the trap qubit and sets the indicator qubit accordingly. This
version of the protocol is proven to be correct and -verifiable, with  = (m− 1)/m, where m
is the size of the computation.
A generalisation of this technique which allows for arbitrary selection of parameter  is
also presented in [18]. By allowing for a polynomial number of traps to be injected in the
graph state and adapting the computation inside a fault tolerant scheme with parameter d
one can have  inversely exponential to d. The question is whether this amplification method
can also be used to design a verification protocol for DQC1-MBQC with arbitrary small .
Unfortunately the underlying graph state used by this protocol does not have flow and not
all qubits are prepared in the (X,Y ) plane, so that one can not apply Theorem 7 to get a
compatible rewriting of the pattern. Moreover, having the requirement that we should be
able to place every trap qubit (which is a pure qubit) at any position in the graph, means
that there exist patterns that will never be possible to be rewritten to satisfy the purity
requirement. This leads us to seek a different approach for probability amplification for
verification in the DQC1-MBQC model.
Instead of placing a polynomial number of isolated traps within the same graph, which
is also used to perform the actual computation, we utilise s isolated brickwork subgraphs,
one used for the computation and the rest being trap subgraphs (see Figure 3). Therefore
at the beginning of the protocol, Alice chooses random parameter tg, which denotes which
graph will be the computational subgraph, and for each of the remaining trap subgraphs i,
she chooses a random position ti to hide one isolated trap. The rest of each trap subgraph
will be a trivial computation (all measurement angles set to 0) on a totally mixed state,
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and a selected set of dummy qubits are placed to isolate this computation from the trap.
Computation subgraph and trap subgraphs are of the same size, and by taking advantage
of the blindness of the protocol, Bob cannot distinguish between them. Therefore, to be
able to cheat, he needs to deviate from the correct operation only during the execution on
the computational subgraph and never deviate while operating on any of the traps. This
gives the desirable  parameter that will be proved later. The full description of protocol
is given in Protocol 2. Each isolated pattern k is executed separately and according to the
DCQ1-MBQC rewriting on the brickwork state given in Equation 13 in the blind setting.
Pre-rotations on the neighbours of dummy qubits guarantee that the computation is not
affected by the choice of dummies as described before. To prove the complexity of the
protocol we need to notice that although the graph used satisfies the conditions of Theorem 7,
the existence of the dummy qubits prepared in the computational basis creates the need of a
new proof.
I Theorem 6. The computational power of Bob in Protocol 2 is within DQC1-MBQC.
Proof. Note that the s patterns are executed in series and Bob does not keep any qubits
between executions. The inputs to these patterns are almost maximally mixed, in accordance
with the purity requirement and this ‘mixedness’ propagates through both computational
and trap subgraphs. For the computational subgraph (which is not entangled with the rest)
the reasoning of the proof of Theorem 7 applies, since this subgraph satisfies the sufficient
conditions and no dummy qubits are used. In the case of a trap subgraph k consider first
those operations that apply on the isolated trap and dummy subgraph only. Then for each
step (i, j)k of the main iteration of the protocol (where (i, j)k is a trap or a dummy) a new
pure qubit is sent to Bob, which increases the purity parameter by 1. Entangling will not
have any effect on the purity parameter. While the measurement does not increase the
purity of the qubit since it was already pure (dummy or trap remain always pure through the
computation), and tracing out the resulting qubit will decrease the purity by 1. Thus, the
whole step will not change the purity. On the other hand, for the remaining operations the
reasoning of the proof of Theorem 7 goes through, since this subgraph satisfies the sufficient
conditions. Also operations that apply on both subgraphs are all unitaries therefore they do
not affect purity. J
Using the definition of verifiability given in Definition 10 we prove the main theorem for
the existence of a correct and verifiable DQC1-MBQC protocol (Theorem 11). The full proof
is given in Appendix B, while here we describe the main steps.
Proof of Theorem 11 (Sketch). Correctness of Protocol 2 comes from the fact that the
computational subgraph is disentangled from the rest of the computation and if Bob performs
the predefined operations, from the correctness of the blind protocol Alice will receive the
correct output. Also, in this case, (and since the traps are corrected to cancel the effect of
their entanglement with their neighbouring dummies) the measurement of the traps will give
the expected result and Alice will accept the computation.
The proof of verifiability follows the same general methodology of the proof of the original
VUBQC protocol [18], except the last part which contains the counting arguments. For the
rest we use single indexing for the qubits, where subgraph G′i consists of m qubits indexed
(i− 1) + 1 to im. Therefore the total number of qubits in the protocol is sm. Parameter n
represents the size of the input of each subgraph (parameter w in the protocol).
Based on Definition 10 we need to bound the probability of the (purified) output collapsing
onto the wrong subspace and accepting that result. To explicitly write the final state Bj(ν)
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Protocol 2 Verifiable DQC1-MBQC protocol with s− 1 trap computations
Alice’s input:
An angle vector a = (a1,1, . . . , aw,d−1), where ai,j comes from the set A =
{0, pi/4, 2pi/4, . . . , 7pi/4}, that, when plugged in the measurement pattern Pa of Equa-
tion 13 on the brickwork open graph state G of dimension (w, d) and flow (f,), it
implements the desired computation on fixed input |+〉〈+| ⊗ Iw−1/2w−1.
Alice’s output:
The top output qubit of G (qubit in position (1, d) in G) together with a 1-bit, named
acc, that indicates if the result is accepted or not.
The protocol
Preparation steps. Alice picks tg at random from {1, . . . , s}. Let G′ be the graph which
consists of s isolated brickwork graphs, each of the dimension the same as G. Then the
tg-th isolated graph (named G′tg ) will be the computational subgraph for this run of the
protocol.
Alice maps the measurement angles of the computational subgraph G′tg to angles of graph
G: a′Gtg\Otg = a and appropriately set the dependency sets S
x and Sz for all the vertices
of G′tg (according to the standard flow), while for the rest of the vertices (graph G
′ \G′tg )
the sets Sx and Sz are empty.
For k = 1 to s except tg:
1. Alice chooses one random vertex tk = (tx, ty)k among all vertices of G′k for placing
the trap.
2. By G′k’s geometry, vertex (tx, ty) may be connected by a vertical edge to vertex (t′x, ty),
where t′x represents either tx + 1 or tx − 1. We add in D (set of dummies) all vertices
of rows tx, t′x (if it exists) of G′k, except the trap itself.
3. All elements of a′Gk are mapped to 0.
Alice chooses random variables θG′\D, each uniformly at random from A.
Alice chooses random variables rG′ and dD, each uniformly at random from {0, 1}.
For k = 1 to s:
1. Initial step. If k = tg then: Let (1, 1)k be the position of the top input qubit in G′k.
Alice prepares the following states and sends them to Bob:
{(1, 1)k}
∣∣∣+θ(1,1)k〉
∀(i, 1)k /∈ {(1, 1)k} I/2
Otherwise: Alice prepares the following states and sends them to Bob:
∀(i, 1)k ∈ D
∣∣d(i,1)k〉
(i, 1)k = tk
∏
{m,l:(m,l)k∼(i,1)k,(m,l)k∈D} Z
d(m,l)k
∣∣∣+θ(i,1)k〉
∀(i, 1)k /∈ {D, tk} I/2
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Protocol 2 (cont’d)
2. Main Iteration. For j = 1 to d− 1, for i = 1 to w:
a. Alice’s preparation
i. Alice prepares one pure qubit in one of the following states, depending on
(i, j + 1)k:
(i, j + 1)k ∈ D
∣∣d(i,j+1)k〉
(i, j + 1)k /∈ D
∏
{m,l:(m,l)k∼(i,j+1)k,(m,l)k∈D} Z
d(m,l)k
∣∣∣+θ(i,j+1)k〉
ii. Alice sends it to Bob. Bob labels it as qubit (i, j + 1)k.
b. Entanglement and measurement
i. Bob performs the entangling operator(s):∏
{m,l:(m,l)k∼(i,j)k,m≥i,l≥j}
E(i,j)k,(m,l)k
ii. Bob performs the rest of the computation using classical help from Alice:
A. Alice computes the corrected measurement angle a′′(i,j)k = (−1)
Sx(i,j)ka′(i,j)k +
Sz(i,j)kpi.
B. Alice computes actual measurement angle δ(i,j)k = a′′(i,j)k + θ(i,j)k + r(i,j)kpi.
C. Alice transmits δ(i,j)k to Bob.
D. Bob performs operation Mδ(i,j)k(i,j)k which measures and traces over the qubit
(i, j)k and retrieves result b(i,j)k .
E. Bob transmits b(i,j)k to Alice.
F. Alice updates the result to s(i,j)k = b(i,j)k + r(i,j)k mod 2.
3. Bob sends the final layer to Alice and Alice applies the final corrections if needed (only
in round tg).
4. If the trap qubit is within the qubits received, Alice measures it with angle δtk =
θtk + rtkpi to obtain btk . Also, Alice discards all qubits received by Bob in this round
except qubit (1, d)tg .
Alice outputs qubit in position (1, d)tg and sets bit acc to 1 if btk = rtk for all k.
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we need to define the following notations. Alice’s chosen random parameters are denoted
collectively by ν, a subset of those are related to the traps: νT including tg, tk’s and θtk ’s
for k ∈ {1, . . . , s} \ tg. Also νC = {ν \ νT }. The projection onto the correct state for each
trap tk is denoted by
∣∣ηνTtk 〉, where ∣∣ηνTtk 〉 = ∣∣∣+θtk〉 when tk ∈ Ok and ∣∣ηνTtk 〉 = |rtk〉 otherwise
(since the trap has been already measured). Cr denotes the Pauli operators that map the
output state of the computational subgraph to the correct one. cr is used to compactly deal
with the fact that in the protocol each measured qubit i is decrypted by XOR-ing them with
ri, except for the trap qubits which remain uncorrected: ∀k : (cr)tk = 0. ρMνk denotes the
density matrix representing the total quantum state received by Bob from Alice for each
round k of the protocol. A special case is the tkth round where ρMν
k
represents the total state
received by Bob together with its purification (not known to Bob). The classical information
received by Bob at each elementary step i (measurement angles) are represented by |δi〉’s.
We allow Bob to have an arbitrary deviation strategy j, at each elementary step i which
is represented as CPTP map Eji , followed by a Pauli Z measurement of qubit i (since Bob has
to produce a classical bit at each step and return it to Alice), which is represented by taking
the sum over projectors on the computational basis |bi〉, for bi ∈ {0, 1}. All measurement
operators can be commuted to the end of the computation and all CPTP maps can be
gathered to a single map Ej after Bob has received everything from Alice, so that the failure
probability can be written as:
pincorrect =
∑
b′,ν
p(ν)Tr(P⊥
s⊗
k=1
∣∣ηνTtk 〉〈ηνTtk ∣∣
Cb
′,νC |b′ + cr〉〈b′|Ej
(
s⊗
k=1
m−n⊗
i=1
∣∣∣δb′,ν(k−1)m+i〉〈δb′,ν(k−1)m+i∣∣∣⊗ ρMνk
)
|b′〉〈b′ + cr|Cb′,νC†)
Our strategy will be to rewrite this probability by introducing the correct execution of the pro-
tocol before the attack, on each subgraph k: Pk =
⊗m−n
i=1 (H(k−1)m+iZ(k−1)m+i(δ(k−1)m+i))EG′k
and at the same time decomposing the attack to the Pauli basis, using general Paulis σi,k
applying on qubits (k − 1)m+ 1 ≤ γ ≤ km for each k.
pincorrect =
∑
b′,ν,v,i,j
αviα
∗
vjp(ν)Tr(P⊥
s⊗
k=1
∣∣ηνTtk 〉〈ηνTtk ∣∣Cb′,νC |b′ + cr〉〈b′|
s⊗
k=1
(σi,k
(
Pk
m−n⊗
i=1
∣∣∣δb′,ν(k−1)m+i〉〈δb′,ν(k−1)m+i∣∣∣⊗ ρMνkP†k
)
σj,k)|b′〉〈b′ + cr|Cb′,νC†
This way we can characterise which Pauli attacks give non-zero failure probability when the
final state is projected on the correct one. For convenience we introduce the following sets
for an arbitrary Pauli σi,k:
Ai,k = {γ s.t. σi|γ = I and (k − 1)m+ 1 ≤ γ ≤ km}
Bi,k = {γ s.t. σi|γ = X and (k − 1)m+ 1 ≤ γ ≤ km}
Ci,k = {γ s.t. σi|γ = Y and (k − 1)m+ 1 ≤ γ ≤ km}
Di,k = {γ s.t. σi|γ = Z and (k − 1)m+ 1 ≤ γ ≤ km}
We use the superscript O to denote subsets subject to the constraint km ≥ γ ≥ km− n+ 1.
For an arbitrary tg, the only attacks that give the corresponding term of the sum not equal to
zero: are those that (i) produce an incorrect measurement result for qubits (tg−1)m+1 ≤ γ ≤
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tgm− n or (ii) operate non-trivially on qubits tgm− n < γ ≤ tgm. We denote this condition
by i ∈ Ei,tg and j ∈ Ej,tg : |Bi,tg |+ |Ci,tg |+ |DOi,tg | ≥ 1 and |Bj,tg |+ |Cj,tg |+ |DOj,tg | ≥ 1.
The next step will be to characterise which attacks of these subsets remain undetected
by the trap mechanism and try to find an upper bound on their contribution to the failure
probability. By applying blindness and observing that only the terms where σi,k = σj,k
contribute we obtain the following upper bound (details in Appendix B):
pincorrect ≤
∑
tg
∑
v,i∈Ei,tg
|αvi|2p(tg)
∏
k={1,...,s}\tg
 ∑
km−n<tk≤km,
θtk
p(tk, θtk)(
〈
+θtk
∣∣∣σi|tk ∣∣∣+θtk〉

2
+
∑
(k−1)m<tk≤km−n,
rtk
p(tk, rtk)(〈rtk |σi|tk |rtk〉)2)
The rest is based on a counting argument using ∀k, |Ai,k|+ |Bi,k|+ |Ci,k|+ |Di,k| = m.
pincorrect ≤
∑
tg
∑
v,i∈Ei,tg
|αvi|2 1
s
∏
k={1,...,s}\tg
1
2m (2|Ai,k|+ |B
O
i,k|+ |COi,k|+ 2|Di,k \DOi,k|)
≤
∑
tg
∑
v,i∈Ei,tg
|αvi|2 1
s
∏
k={1,...,s}\tg
1
2m (2m− |Bi,k| − |Ci,k| − |D
O
i,k|)
We denote the product term
∏
k={1,2,3,...,s}\z
1
2m (2m − |Bi,k| − |Ci,k| − |DOi,k|) as Pi,z.
We also denote each set {E∗i,1 ∩ E∗i,2 ∩ . . . ∩ E∗i,s}, where each term E∗i,w is either Ei,w or its
complement, ECi,w, depending on whether the w-th value of a binary vector y (size s) is 1 or
0 respectively, as Wi,y. Let the function #y give the number of positions i such that yi=1.
= 1
s
(
s∑
k=1
∑
{y:#y=k}
∑
i∈Wi,y,v
(|αvi|2
∑
{z:yz=1}
Pi,z))
The condition i ∈ Wi,y means that the following conditions hold together: {|Bi,w| +
|Ci,w|+ |DOi,w| ≥ 1 : yw = 1},{|Bi,w|+ |Ci,w|+ |DOi,w| = 0 : yw = 0}.
≤ 1
s
(
s∑
k=1
∑
{y:#y=k}
∑
i∈Wi,y,v
|αvi|2k
(
2m− 1
2m
)k−1
) = 1
s
(
s∑
k=1
ckk
(
2m− 1
2m
)k−1
)
where ck =
∑
{y:#y=k}
∑
i∈Wi,y,v |αvi|2.
An upper bound on the above expression is:
pincorrect <
2m
s
(14)
J
4 Conclusion
In this paper we present the first study of the delegation of quantum computing in a restricted
model of computing and show that the general framework of the verification via blindness
could be adapted to the setting of one-pure qubit model. In order to improve the obtained
bound on the security parameter two open questions has to be addressed. The first one aims
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to expand the class of resource states for DQC1 model so that several techniques from the
MBQC domain could be applicable here. The second question will complement the first by
searching for fault-tolerant schemes based on any new resource state for DQC1 model. More
concretely we propose the study of following questions:
A sufficient condition for compatibility with DQC1 based on the step-wise determinism
criteria is presented in Theorem 7. Is this approach extendable to weaker notions of
determinism such as information preserving maps as defined in [24]? Which is a necessary
condition for a family of MBQC resource states to be universal for the DQC1 computation?
Theorem 11 presents a scheme for verification where by adjusting the number of rounds one
could obtain an -verifiable delegated DQC1-MBQC computing with  being polynomially
small on computation size. How can we efficiently amplify this bound to any desired
exponentially small one? Is there a way to adapt the proposed probability amplification
method of [18] based on a quantum error correcting code, into the DQC1-MBQC model?
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A Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. In this proof of blindness for Protocol 1 we use techniques developed in [16]. The
basic difference from the proof of [16] arises from the different order in which Bob receives
the states from Alice. Nevertheless, after commuting all CPTP maps into a single operator
at the end, the methodology for proving blindness is the same as in the original proof. We
give the full proof here for the sake of clarity.
To prove blindness we do not separate Alice’s system into a classical and a quantum part
but we consider the whole of Alice’s system as quantum. This is a reasonable assumption
since a classical system can be viewed as a special case of a quantum system. Therefore, by
proving blindness for the more general case we also prove blindness for the special case.
For the sake of clarity we use single indexing for all the qubits of the resource state. The
total number of qubits is denoted by m and the number of qubits in a single column of the
brickwork state is denoted by n.
Our goal will be to explicitly write the state σB = TrA(σAB) that Bob holds at the end
of the execution of the protocol. To achieve this we express Bob’s behaviour at each step i of
the protocol as a collection of completely-positive trace-preserving (CPTP) maps Ebii , each
for every possible classical response bi from Bob to Alice.
At step 1 of the main loop of the protocol Bob has already been given the top input qubit
at position 1 (position (1, 1) in the protocol notation) and the qubit at position f(1) = 1 + n
(position (1, 2) in the protocol notation) together with the angle for measuring qubit 1 (angle
can be represented as a quantum state composed of 3 qubits). State TrA(ρAB) represents
Bob’s state before the protocol begins and can, in general, be dependent on Alice’s secret
measurement angles. The state of Bob averaged over all possible choices of Alice and possible
classical responses from Bob, after step 1 is:∑
b1,r1,θ1,θ1+n
Eb11
(∣∣∣δθ1,r11 〉〈δθ1,r11 ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣+θ1+n〉〈+θ1+n ∣∣⊗ |+θ1〉〈+θ1 | ⊗ TrA(ρAB))
Note the all binary parameters in sums range over 0 and 1, ex.
∑
b1
stands for
∑1
b1=0
and all angles range over the 8 possible values in A.
We can write the state of Bob after step 2 of the main iteration as:
∑
b2,b1,r2,r1,θ2+n,θ1+n,θ2,θ1
Eb22
(∣∣∣δθ2,r22 〉〈δθ2,r22 ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣+θ2+n〉〈+θ2+n ∣∣
⊗ Eb11
(∣∣∣δθ1,r11 〉〈δθ1,r11 ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣+θ1+n〉〈+θ1+n∣∣⊗ |+θ1〉〈+θ1 | ⊗ TrA(ρAB)))
Following this analysis, after the last step of the iteration Bob’s state will be:
σB =
∑
b≤m−n,
r≤m−n,θ≤m
Ebm−nm−n
(∣∣∣δb<m−n,r≤m−n,θm−nm−n 〉〈δb<m−n,r≤m−n,θm−nm−n ∣∣∣⊗ |+θm〉〈+θm |
⊗ . . .⊗ Eb22
(∣∣∣δθ2,r22 〉〈δθ2,r22 ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣+θ2+n〉〈+θ2+n ∣∣
⊗ Eb11
(∣∣∣δθ1,r11 〉〈δθ1,r11 ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣+θ1+n〉〈+θ1+n ∣∣⊗ |+θ1〉〈+θ1 | ⊗ TrA(ρAB))) . . .)
Notation b<m−n stands for all the elements of b with index less than m− n.
Collecting all CPTP maps by commuting them with systems which they do not apply on
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into a single operator E and rearranging the terms of the tensor product inside gives:
=
∑
b≤m−n,
r≤m−n,θ≤m
Eb≤m−n
( m⊗
i=m−n
|+θi〉〈+θi |
m−n−1⊗
i=n+1
(
∣∣∣δb<i,r≤i,θii 〉〈δb<i,r≤i,θii ∣∣∣⊗ |+θi〉〈+θi |)
n⊗
i=2
(
∣∣∣δθi,rii 〉〈δθi,rii ∣∣∣)⊗ ∣∣∣δθ1,r11 〉〈δθ1,r11 ∣∣∣⊗ |+θ1〉〈+θ1 | ⊗ TrA(ρAB))
We introduce the controlled unitary:
U =
∏
n+1≤i≤m−n−1,i=1
Zi(−δi)
and rewrite the state as:
∑
b≤m−n,
r≤m−n,θ≤m
Eb≤m−n
(
U†U
m⊗
i=m−n
|+θi〉〈+θi |
m−n−1⊗
i=n+1
(
∣∣∣δb<i,r≤i,θii 〉〈δb<i,r≤i,θii ∣∣∣⊗ |+θi〉〈+θi |)
n⊗
i=2
(
∣∣∣δθi,rii 〉〈δθi,rii ∣∣∣)⊗ ∣∣∣δθ1,r11 〉〈δθ1,r11 ∣∣∣⊗ |+θ1〉〈+θ1 |U†U ⊗ TrA(ρAB))
After applying the innermost unitary and absorbing the outermost into the CPTP-map
we have:
∑
b≤m−n,
r≤m−n,θ≤m
E ′b≤m−n
( m⊗
i=m−n
|+θi〉〈+θi |
m−n−1⊗
i=n+1
(∣∣∣δb<i,r≤i,θii 〉〈δb<i,r≤i,θii ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣∣+−a′ b<i,r<i
i
−ripi
〉〈
+−a′ b<i,r<i
i
−ripi
∣∣∣∣)
n⊗
i=2
(∣∣∣δθi,rii 〉〈δθi,rii ∣∣∣)⊗ ∣∣∣δθ1,r11 〉〈δθ1,r11 ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣+−a′1−r1pi〉〈+−a′1−r1pi∣∣⊗ TrA(ρAB))
It is essential for the proof that each term with index i in the tensor products depends
only on parameters with index ≤ i. This allows to break the summations over r≤m−n and
θ≤m and calculate them iteratively from left to right, given the following:∑
θi
|+θi〉〈+θi | =
I1
2
where In =
⊗
n I. Also,∑
ri,θi
∣∣∣δr≤i,θii 〉〈δr≤i,θii ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣∣+−a′ r<i
i
−ripi
〉〈
+−a′ r<i
i
−ripi
∣∣∣∣
=
∑
ri
(∑
θi
(∣∣∣a′ r<ii + θi + ripi〉〈a′ r<ii + θi + ripi∣∣∣)⊗ ∣∣∣∣+−a′ r<i
i
−ripi
〉〈
+−a′ r<i
i
−ripi
∣∣∣∣)
=
∑
ri
I3
23 ⊗
∣∣∣∣+−a′ r<i
i
−ripi
〉〈
+−a′ r<i
i
−ripi
∣∣∣∣
= I424
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and∑
ri,θi
∣∣∣δθi,rii 〉〈δθi,rii ∣∣∣ = I323
This procedure will produce the state:
σB = E ′
(
I4m−4n+1
24m−4n+1 ⊗ TrA(ρAB)
)
= E ′′(TrA(ρAB))
where E ′′ is some CPTP map. Therefore Definition 8 is satisfied. J
B Proof of Theorem 11
Proof. The same notation is used as in Section 3. The first step is to write the state of
Alice’s system at the end of the execution of the protocol for fixed Bob’s behaviour j and
choices of Alice ν. We have utilised the fact that all measurements can be moved to the end.
Also, we have commuted all Bob’s operations to the end (before the measurements) merging
them to a single CPTP map. The state of Alice is:
Bj(ν) =
∑
b
⊗si=k
∣∣∣+θtk+btkpi〉〈+θtk+btkpi∣∣∣Cb,νC |b+ cr〉〈b|
Ej
(
s⊗
k=1
m−n⊗
i=1
∣∣∣δb,ν(k−1)m+i〉〈δb,ν(k−1)m+i∣∣∣⊗ ρMνk
)
|b〉〈b+ cr|Cb,νC†⊗si=k
∣∣∣+θtk+btkpi〉〈+θtk+btkpi∣∣∣
where
∣∣∣+θtk+btkpi〉〈+θtk+btkpi∣∣∣ are used to define Alice’s measurement of the traps which are
part of the output state of each round k (if they exist).
To bound the failure probability, observe that projectors orthogonal to
∣∣ηνTtk 〉’s vanish,
thus we have (where b′ = {bi}i 6=t1...ts):
pincorrect =
∑
b′,ν
p(ν)Tr(P⊥
s⊗
k=1
∣∣ηνTtk 〉〈ηνTtk ∣∣
Cb
′,νC |b′ + cr〉〈b′|Ej
(
s⊗
k=1
m−n⊗
i=1
∣∣∣δb′,ν(k−1)m+i〉〈δb′,ν(k−1)m+i∣∣∣⊗ ρMνk
)
|b′〉〈b′ + cr|Cb′,νC†)
We introduce the following unitary, which characterises the correct operation on each
subgraph k: Pk =
⊗m−n
i=1 (H(k−1)m+iZ(k−1)m+i(δ(k−1)m+i))EG′k .
We can rewrite the failure probability, introducing P†kPk’s on both sides of the quantum
state of the system before the attack, and absorbing the outermost unitaries into the updated
CPTP map E ′j :
pincorrect =
∑
b′,ν
p(ν)Tr(P⊥
s⊗
k=1
∣∣ηνTtk 〉〈ηνTtk ∣∣Cb′,νC
|b′ + cr〉〈b′|E ′j
(
s⊗
k=1
(Pk
m−n⊗
i=1
∣∣∣δb′,ν(k−1)m+i〉〈δb′,ν(k−1)m+i∣∣∣⊗ ρMνkP†k)
)
|b′〉〈b′ + cr|Cb′,νC†)
We decompose E ′j using the following facts: There exist some matrices {χv} of dimension
s(4m − 3n) × s(4m − 3n), with ∑v χvχ†v = I such that for every density operator ρ:
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E ′j(ρ) = ∑v χvρχ†v. Also, each χv can be decomposed to the Pauli basis: χv = ∑i αviσi,
with
∑
v,i αviα
∗
vi = 1. Setting σi,k to be the part of σi that applies on the qubits (k−1)m+1 ≤
γ ≤ km.
pincorrect =
∑
b′,ν,v,i,j
αviα
∗
vjp(ν)Tr(P⊥
s⊗
k=1
∣∣ηνTtk 〉〈ηνTtk ∣∣Cb′,νC
|b′ + cr〉〈b′|
s⊗
k=1
(σi,k
(
Pk
m−n⊗
i=1
∣∣∣δb′,ν(k−1)m+i〉〈δb′,ν(k−1)m+i∣∣∣⊗ ρMνkP†k
)
σj,k)|b′〉〈b′ + cr|Cb′,νC†
Without loss of generality we can assume that σi, σj do not change the δ’s.
For an arbitrary tg, the only attacks that give the corresponding term of the sum not
equal to zero:
P⊥(Cb
′,νC |b′〉〈b′ + cr|σi,tg
(Ptg
m−n⊗
i=1
∣∣∣δb′,ν(tg−1)m+i〉〈δb′,ν(tg−1)m+i∣∣∣⊗ ρMνtgP†tg )σj,tg |b′〉〈b′ + cr|Cb′,νC†) 6= 0
are those that (i) produce an incorrect measurement result for qubits (tg − 1)m+ 1 ≤ γ ≤
tgm− n or (ii) operate non-trivially on qubits tgm− n < γ ≤ tgm. We denote this condition
by i ∈ Ei,tg and j ∈ Ej,tg .
We can rewrite the probability by eliminating P⊥ (observing that it applies to a positive
operator) and Cb′,νC (by the cyclical property of the trace):
pincorrect ≤
∑
ν,v,i∈Ei,tg ,j∈Ej,tg
αviα
∗
vjp(ν)
s∏
k=1
Tr(
∣∣ηνTtk 〉〈ηνTtk ∣∣
|b′〉〈b′ + cr|σi,k
(
Pk
m−n⊗
i=1
∣∣∣δb′,ν(k−1)m+i〉〈δb′,ν(k−1)m+i∣∣∣⊗ ρMνkP†k
)
σj,k)
We extract a trace over R from ρMνtg . And extract the sums over νC,k’s from the general
sum, where νC,k is the subset of random parameters νC that are used for the computation of
round r:
=
∑
νT ,v,i∈Ei,tg ,j∈Ej,tg
αviα
∗
vjp(νT )
s∏
k=1
Tr(
∣∣ηνTtk 〉〈ηνTtk ∣∣
|b′〉〈b′ + cr|σi,k
Pk∑
νC,k
(p(νC,k)
m−n⊗
i=1
∣∣∣δb′,ν(k−1)m+i〉〈δb′,ν(k−1)m+i∣∣∣⊗ TrR(ρMνk ))P†k
σj,k)
To take advantage of the blindness property we use the following lemma where the proof
is given later.
I Lemma 7 (Blindness (excluding the traps)).
∀k,
∑
νC,k
p(νC,k)
m−n⊗
i=1
∣∣∣δb′,ν(k−1)m+i〉〈δb′,ν(k−1)m+i∣∣∣⊗ TrR(ρMνk )
= I
tk
k
Tr(Itkk )
⊗
∣∣∣δθtk ,rtktk 〉〈δθtk ,rtktk ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣+θtk〉〈+θtk ∣∣∣
If k 6= tg, Itkk =
⊗
4m−3n−1 I when km − n < tk ≤ km and Itkk =
⊗
4m−3n−4 I when
(k − 1)m < tk ≤ km− n . And if k = tg, Itkk =
⊗
4m−3n I.
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Lemma 7 allows us to simplify the big sum above based on the position of the traps. We
also sum over b′ since there are no longer any dependencies on it in the sum, obtaining:
=
∑
tg,v,i∈Ei,tg ,j∈Ej,tg
αviα
∗
vjp(tg)
s∏
k=1
Tr(
∑
km−n<tk≤km,
θtk
p(tk, θtk)
∣∣∣+θtk〉〈+θtk ∣∣∣σi,k( ITr(I) ⊗ ∣∣∣+θtk〉〈+θtk ∣∣∣)σj,k
+
∑
(k−1)m<tk≤km−n,
rtk
p(tk, rtk)|rtk〉〈rtk |σi,k(
I
Tr(I) ⊗ |rtk〉〈rtk |)σj,k)
where I =⊗4m−3n−1 I when k 6= tg. And I =⊗4m−3n I when k = tg.
Note that
∑
θtk
Tr(
∣∣∣+θtk〉〈+θtk ∣∣∣σi,k( ITr(I)⊗∣∣∣+θtk〉〈+θtk ∣∣∣)σj,k) is zero if σi,k 6= σj,k. The
same is true for
∑
rtk
Tr(|rtk〉〈rtk |σi,k( ITr(I) ⊗ |rtk〉〈rtk |)σj,k). Therefore we can only keep
those terms where σi,k = σj,k and the failure probability becomes:
=
∑
tg
∑
v,i∈Ei,tg
|αvi|2p(tg)
∏
k={1,...,s}\tg
(
∑
km−n<tk≤km,
θtk
p(tk, θtk)(
〈
+θtk
∣∣∣σi|tk ∣∣∣+θtk〉)2
+
∑
(k−1)m<tk≤km−n,
rtk
p(tk, rtk)(〈rtk |σi|tk |rtk〉)2)
The rest of the proof is based on a counting argument. For convenience we introduce the
following sets for an arbitrary Pauli σi,k:
Ai,k = {γ s.t. σi|γ = I and (k − 1)m+ 1 ≤ γ ≤ km}
Bi,k = {γ s.t. σi|γ = X and (k − 1)m+ 1 ≤ γ ≤ km}
Ci,k = {γ s.t. σi|γ = Y and (k − 1)m+ 1 ≤ γ ≤ km}
Di,k = {γ s.t. σi|γ = Z and (k − 1)m+ 1 ≤ γ ≤ km}
and use the superscript O to denote subsets subject to the constraint km ≥ γ ≥ km− n+ 1.
The failure probability is then:
=
∑
tg
∑
v,i∈Ei,tg
|αvi|2 1
s
∏
k={1,...,s}\tg
(( 18m (8|A
O
i,k|+ 4|BOi,k|+ 4|COi,k|)+
1
2m (2|Ai,k \ A
O
i,k| + 2|Di,k \DOi,k|))
Merging the terms:
=
∑
tg
∑
v,i∈Ei,tg
|αvi|2 1
s
∏
k={1,...,s}\tg
1
2m (2|Ai,k|+ |B
O
i,k|+ |COi,k|+ 2|Di,k \DOi,k|)
Using the fact that for every k, |Ai,k|+ |Bi,k|+ |Ci,k|+ |Di,k| = m:
≤
∑
tg
∑
v,i∈Ei,tg
|αvi|2 1
s
∏
k={1,...,s}\tg
1
2m (2m− |Bi,k| − |Ci,k| − |D
O
i,k|)
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The conditions i ∈ Ei,tg that we obtained at the first part of the proof are translated to
|Bi,tg |+ |Ci,tg |+ |DOi,tg | ≥ 1. In order to be able to use these conditions we need to rewrite
the formula. First we expand it:
= 1
s
(
∑
v,i∈Ei,1
|αvi|2
∏
k={2,3,...,s}
1
2m (2m− |Bi,k| − |Ci,k| − |D
O
i,k|)
+
∑
v,i∈Ei,2
|αvi|2
∏
k={1,3,4,...,s}
1
2m (2m− |Bi,k| − |Ci,k| − |D
O
i,k|)
. . .+
∑
v,i∈Ei,d
|αvi|2
∏
k={1,2,...,s−1}
1
2m (2m− |Bi,k| − |Ci,k| − |D
O
i,k|))
We denote the product term
∏
k={1,2,3,...,s}\z
1
2m (2m − |Bi,k| − |Ci,k| − |DOi,k|) as Pi,z.
We also denote each set {E∗i,1 ∩ E∗i,2 ∩ . . . ∩ E∗i,s}, where each term E∗i,w is either Ei,w or its
complement, ECi,w, depending on whether the w-th value of a binary vector y (size s) is 1 or
0 respectively, as Wi,y. Then we have:
= 1
s
(
∑
y\(0...0)
∑
i∈Wi,y,v
(|αvi|2
∑
{z:yz=1}
Pi,z))
Let the function #y give the number of positions i such that yi=1.
= 1
s
(
s∑
k=1
∑
{y:#y=k}
∑
i∈Wi,y,v
(|αvi|2
∑
{z:yz=1}
Pi,z))
We separately consider the following term for any arbitrary y with #y = r.
∑
i∈Wi,y
(|αvi|2
∑
{z:yz=1}
Pi,z)
The condition i ∈ Wi,y means that the following conditions hold together: {|Bi,w| +
|Ci,w|+ |DOi,w| ≥ 1 : yw = 1},{|Bi,w|+ |Ci,w|+ |DOi,w| = 0 : yw = 0}. We expand:
=
∑
i∈Wi,y
(|αvi|2
∑
{z:yz=1}
∏
k={1,2,3,...,s}\z
1
2m (2m− |Bi,k| − |Ci,k| − |D
O
i,k|)
=
∑
i∈Wi,y
(|αvi|2
∑
{z:yz=1}
∏
{k:yk=1,k 6=z}
1
2m (2m− |Bi,k| − |Ci,k| − |D
O
i,k|)
∏
{k:yk=0}
1
2m (2m− |Bi,k| − |Ci,k| − |D
O
i,k|)
And by using the above conditions:
≤
∑
i∈Wi,y
(|αvi|2
∑
{z:yz=1}
∏
{k:yk=1,k 6=z}
1
2m (2m− 1)
∏
{k:yk=0}
1
2m (2m)
=
∑
i∈Wi,y
(|αvi|2
∑
{z:yz=1}
(
2m− 1
2m
)r−1
=
∑
i∈Wi,y
|αvi|2r
(
2m− 1
2m
)r−1
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Therefore the bound of our failure probability will be:
pincorrect ≤ 1
s
(
s∑
k=1
∑
{y:#y=k}
∑
i∈Wi,y,v
|αvi|2k
(
2m− 1
2m
)k−1
)
= 1
s
(
s∑
k=1
k
(
2m− 1
2m
)k−1 ∑
{y:#y=k}
∑
i∈Wi,y,v
|αvi|2)
= 1
s
(
s∑
k=1
ckk
(
2m− 1
2m
)k−1
)
where ck =
∑
{y:#y=k}
∑
i∈Wi,y,v |αvi|2
subject to conditions:
s∑
k=1
ck ≤ 1 (15)
and
∀k : ck ≥ 0 (16)
J
Proof of Lemma 7. First we define state |qi〉 as:
i ∈ D |qi〉 ≡ |di〉
i /∈ D |qi〉 ≡ (
∏
{j:j∼i,j∈D}
Zdj )|+θi〉
By substituting ρMν
k
’s and taking the trace over R:
If k 6= tg the state becomes:
∑
νC,k
p(νC,k)(
km⊗
i=km−n+1
|qi〉〈qi|
km−n⊗
i=(k−1)m+n+1
(∣∣∣δb′,νi 〉〈δb′,νi ∣∣∣⊗ |qνi 〉〈qνi |)
2⊗
i=1
(∣∣∣δb′,νpi,k 〉〈δb′,νpi,k ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣qνpi,k〉〈qνpi,k ∣∣∣) ⊗ I4(n−2)/24(n−2))
where
∣∣∣qνpi,k〉 denote the first layer pure qubits (a maximum of two) of the k-th graph state,
used as padding (dummies) or trap and their positions are defined as: 1 + (k − 1)m ≤
{p1,k, p2,k} ≤ n+ (k − 1)m.
Otherwise, if k = tg the state becomes:
∑
νC,k
p(νC,k)(
tgm⊗
i=tgm−n+1
|qi〉〈qi|
tgm−n⊗
i=(tg−1)m+n+1
(∣∣∣δb′,νi 〉〈δb′,νi ∣∣∣⊗ |qνi 〉〈qνi |)
⊗ ∣∣δθu,ruu 〉〈δθu,ruu ∣∣ ⊗ ∣∣qθuu 〉〈qθuu ∣∣ ⊗ I4(w−1)/24(w−1))
where u = (tg−1)m+1 is the position of the single pure qubit of the input to the DQC1-MBQC
computation.
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An implicit assumption was that all δ’s that are used to implement the measurements
of maximally mixed inputs are maximally mixed states themselves, without any loss of
generality.
We define a new controlled unitary:
P ′k =
 ∏
{i:i/∈D,(k−1)m+1≤i≤km−n}
Zi(−δi)
 ∏
{i:i/∈Dk}
∏
{j:j∼i,j∈Dk}
Zi(dj) (17)
where Dk denotes the set of dummies of subgraph G′k.
Using this unitary we rewrite the state. If k 6= tg it becomes:
∑
νCk
p(νC,k)P ′†P ′(
km⊗
i=km−n+1
|qi〉〈qi|
km−n⊗
i=(k−1)m+n+1
(∣∣∣δb′,νi 〉〈δb′,νi ∣∣∣⊗ |qνi 〉〈qνi |)
2⊗
i=1
(∣∣∣δb′,νpi,k 〉〈δb′,νpi,k ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣qνpi,k〉〈qνpi,k ∣∣∣) ⊗ I4(n−2)/24(n−2))P ′†P ′
Otherwise:
∑
νC,k
p(νC,k)P ′†P ′
tgm⊗
i=tgm−n+1
|qi〉〈qi|
tgm−n⊗
i=(tg−1)m+n+1
(∣∣∣δb′,νi 〉〈δb′,νi ∣∣∣⊗ |qνi 〉〈qνi |)
⊗ ∣∣δθu,ruu 〉〈δθu,ruu ∣∣ ⊗ ∣∣qθuu 〉〈qθuu ∣∣ ⊗ I4(w−1)/24(w−1))P ′†P ′
After applying the innermost unitary, if k 6= tg:
∑
νC,k
p(νC,k)P ′†(
km⊗
i=km−n+1
|q′i〉〈q′i|
km−n⊗
i=(k−1)m+n+1
(∣∣∣δb′,νi 〉〈δb′,νi ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣q′νi 〉〈q′νi ∣∣∣)
2⊗
i=1
(∣∣∣δb′,νpi,k 〉〈δb′,νpi,k ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣q′νpi,k〉〈q′νpi,k ∣∣∣) ⊗ I4(n−2)/24(n−2))P ′
where state |q′i〉 is defined as:
i ∈ D |q′i〉 ≡ |di〉
i /∈ D,∀k : km ≥ i ≥ km− n+ 1 |q′i〉 ≡ |+θi〉
i /∈ D,∀k : km− n ≥ i ≥ (k − 1)m+ 1 |q′i〉 ≡
∣∣∣∣+−a′′ b′,r<i
i
−ripi
〉
Otherwise, if k = tg:
∑
νC,k
p(νC,k)P ′†(
tgm⊗
i=tgm−n+1
|q′i〉〈q′i|
tgm−n⊗
i=(tg−1)m+n+1
(∣∣∣δb′,νi 〉〈δb′,νi ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣q′νi 〉〈q′νi ∣∣∣)
⊗ ∣∣δθu,ruu 〉〈δθu,ruu ∣∣ ⊗ ∣∣∣q′θuu 〉〈q′θuu ∣∣∣ ⊗ I4(w−1)/24(w−1))P ′
It is essential for the proof that each term with index i in the tensor product depends
only on parameters with index ≤ i and the term with index (tg − 1)m+ 1 (input qubit) and
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the trap qubit and its measurement angle (if it is not an output) depend only on their own
parameters. This allows to break the summations and calculate them iteratively from left to
right, given the following:∑
di
p(di)|di〉〈di| = I2
∑
θi
p(θi)|+θi〉〈+θi | =
I
2
∑
θi,ri,di
p(θi, ri, di)
∣∣∣δb′,νi 〉〈δb′,νi ∣∣∣⊗ |di〉〈di| = I424
∑
θi,ri
p(θi, ri)
∣∣∣δb′,νi 〉〈δb′,νi ∣∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣∣+−a′′ b′,r<i
i
−ripi
〉〈
+−a′′ b′,r<i
i
−ripi
∣∣∣∣
=
∑
ri
p(ri)
(∑
θi
p(θi)
∣∣∣a′′ b′,r<ii + θi + ripi〉〈a′′ b′,r<ii + θi + ripi∣∣∣
)
⊗
∣∣∣∣+−a′′ b′,r<i
i
−ripi
〉〈
+−a′′ b′,r<i
i
−ripi
∣∣∣∣
=
∑
ri
p(ri)
I3
23 ⊗
∣∣∣∣+−a′′ b′,r<i
i
−ripi
〉〈
+−a′′ b′,r<i
i
−ripi
∣∣∣∣
= I424
where In =
⊗
n I. The last step was possible because each corrected computation angle a′′i
depends only on past r’s.
And finally (for u = (tg − 1)m+ 1),∑
θu,ru
p(θu, ru)
∣∣δθu,ruu 〉〈δθu,ruu ∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣+−a′u−rupi〉〈+−a′u−rupi∣∣∣
=
∑
ru
p(ru)
(∑
θu
p(θu)
∣∣∣a′u + θu + rupi〉〈a′i + θu + rupi∣∣∣
)
⊗
∣∣∣+−a′u−rupi〉〈+−a′u−rupi∣∣∣
= I424
For k 6= tg, if km ≥ tk ≥ km− n+ 1 the above procedure will eventually give:
P ′†( I4m−3n−124m−3n−1 ⊗
∣∣∣+θtk〉〈+θtk ∣∣∣)P ′
= I4m−3n−124m−3n−1 ⊗
∣∣∣+θtk〉〈+θtk ∣∣∣
If km− n ≥ tk ≥ (k − 1)m+ 1 the above procedure will eventually give:
P ′†( I4m−3n−424m−3n−4 ⊗
∣∣δνTtk 〉〈δνTtk ∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣+rtkpi〉〈+rtkpi∣∣∣)P ′
= I4m−3n−424m−3n−4 ⊗
∣∣δνTtk 〉〈δνTtk ∣∣⊗ ∣∣∣+θtk〉〈+θtk ∣∣∣
And for k = tg the result will be:
⊗
4m−3n I, which concludes the proof. J
